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Recognition and reconstruction of coherent energy
with application to deep seismic reflection data
Mirko van der Baan⁄ and Anne Paulz
ABSTRACT
Reflections in deep seismic reflection data tend to be
visible on only a limited number of traces in a com-
mon midpoint gather. To prevent stack degeneration,
any noncoherent reflection energy has to be removed.
In this paper, a standard classification technique in
remote sensing is presented to enhance data quality. It
consists of a recognition technique to detect and extract
coherent energy in both common shot gathers and fi-
nal stacks. This technique uses the statistics of a picked
seismic phase to obtain the likelihood distribution of its
presence. Multiplication of this likelihood distribution
with the original data results in a “cleaned up” section.
Application of the technique to data from a deep seis-
mic reflection experiment enhanced the visibility of all
reflectors considerably.
Because the recognition technique cannot produce an
estimate of “missing” data, it is extended with a recon-
struction method. Two methods are proposed: applica-
tion of semblance weighted local slant stacks after recog-
nition, and direct recognition in the linear ¿ -p domain.
In both cases, the power of the stacking process to in-
crease the signal-to-noise ratio is combined with the di-
rect selection of only specific seismic phases. The joint
application of recognition and reconstruction resulted in
data images which showed reflectors more clearly than
application of a single technique.
INTRODUCTION
As in exploration seismics, remote sensing or teledetection
suffers from the fact that the vast amounts of data gathered re-
quire intensive manual labor before they are processed and in-
terpreted (Richards, 1993). In addition, the obtained data may
be distorted and may not always have the desired high quality.
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Therefore, attention in remote sensing has been focussed for
a long time on the questions of how to reduce processing and
interpretation time and how to enhance the obtained images
using semiautomatic or interactive techniques. For example, a
frequently encountered problem in remote sensing is the need
to classify each pixel of an image into several classes to be mon-
itored (e.g., crop growth or damages in forests due to summer
fires). For this specific task, very often recognition and classifi-
cation techniques are used.
In this paper, a standard classification technique in remote
sensing is presented, and it is shown how this technique can be
used to reduce the problem of low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios
in deep seismic reflection data. In conventional processing, two
phenomena notably decrease stack quality. First, reflections
tend to be visible on only a limited number of adjacent traces,
and second, because of the large offsets (half-offsets of several
kilometers are not unusual), moveouts very often exhibit static
and even dynamic undulations on both large and small scales
caused by the presence of overlying heterogeneities. Stack de-
generation can readily be reduced by removing noncoherent
energy along the stacking trajectories, thereby attacking the
first problem. The second problem is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Many different methods to increase the S/N ratio are avail-
able in exploration geophysics. Among these are the skele-
tonization method (Le and Nyland, 1990; Lu and Cheng, 1990),
the statistical method of Hansen et al. (1988), methods us-
ing local ¿ -p analyses (Harlan et al., 1984; Kong et al., 1985),
and spatial-prediction filtering (Hornbostel, 1991; Abma and
Claerbout, 1995).
The simplest method would be to calculate a variable de-
scribing the local coherence between traces as is done, for ex-
ample, in attribute maps such as the coherence cube (Bahorich
and Fermer, 1995; Marfurt et al., 1998). A multiplication of
the local coherence with the original traces emphasizes the co-
herent parts. However, the skeletonization method (Le and
Nyland, 1990; Lu and Cheng, 1990) probably represents a
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better alternative. This method reduces a seismic section to
a line drawing by correlating waveforms of neighboring traces,
thereby automatically tracking seismic reflectors. However, for
these methods to work properly, a good S/N ratio must already
be present in the data.
The method of Hansen et al. (1988) scans subsections over a
range of slownesses and intercept times, and simply counts the
number of positive and negative amplitudes in a line segment.
Only if either number exceeds a certain threshold is the exam-
ined line segment passed as signal. Moreover, the method can
assert both the probability that a line is passed containing only
noise and the total number of noise-only segments.
The methods actually computing the local ¿ -p transforms use
it either as a focusing measure (Harlan et al., 1984) or in combi-
nation with semblance (Kong et al., 1985). The first method uses
the ¿ -p transform to obtain the desired amplitude distributions
of noise and signals needed for the recognition and extraction
of samples containing the highest percentage of signal, whereas
in the second method semblance-weighted slant stacks are used
to emphasize and extract laterally coherent signals.
Finally, spatial-prediction filtering is widely used in indus-
try to improve data quality. This approach replaces samples
by their predicted values based on information contained in
adjacent traces. The laterally coherent signal energy can be
extracted using two different techniques; least-mean-square
adaptive filtering in the t-x domain (Hornbostel, 1991) or a
Wiener filter in either the f -x or t-x domains (Hornbostel,
1991; Abma and Claerbout, 1995).
Unfortunately, all of the above-mentioned methods empha-
size any laterally coherent energy, including coherent noise.
Hence, even if such noise has a signature which is completely
different from the desired reflections, it will be extracted.
Therefore, a technique extracting preselected phases only is
needed.
Moreover, most of the above-described methods assume that
reflectors are at least locally linear (i.e., represented by a line in
2-D or a plane in 3-D data volumes), whereas it is well known
that this is rarely the case in real data. Thus, in addition, a
method is required which is still able to distinguish signal from
noise, but does not impose these restrictions.
With these aims in mind, a standard supervised classification
technique from remote sensing will be introduced. Supervised
classification is done using some specific attributes describing
a local part of the data (i.e., its signature) and consists basically
of three stages (Richards, 1993): selection, training or learn-
ing, and classification. In the first stage the different classes are
defined and a training set is selected for each class. Then, the
characteristics of each class are estimated (the training stage).
Finally, classification or clustering takes place. Each class rep-
resents a different category or type of signal (e.g., burnt and
nonburnt woods or urban soil and water in remote sensing, or
the different types of signals in seismic data: reflections, diffrac-
tions, ground roll, and noise). The characteristics of the training
set are defined as the averages and variances of the attributes.
With these, the statistical likelihoods of the presence of each
class can be calculated, and the data can be clustered by means
of a simple comparison. After clustering (i.e., classification),
the desired signals are extracted, thereby enhancing the visi-
bility of that specific signal.
What attributes best discriminate between different signals?
If, in a first simplification, data are assumed to be composed
of ground roll, reflections, and noise, then discrimination can
be done using frequency content. Since reflections and diffrac-
tions differ only by a phase shift (Trorey, 1970), the most log-
ical signature would be the local amplitude spectrum. Hence,
the use of the local amplitude spectrum allows the classifica-
tion technique to recognize signals displaying phase pertur-
bations including, for example, diffractions. Most other tech-
niques, however, demand phase consistency notably along the
stacking trajectories, thereby excluding the detection of diffrac-
tions. This additional ability to detect diffracted signals sets the
recognition method even further apart from the other methods.
On the other hand, the methods incorporating adjacent
traces have the possibility to reconstruct “missing” energy,
thereby improving data quality over mere classification. For-
tunately, it is not difficult to adapt the recognition technique to
estimate missing data. We propose two methods: (1) the appli-
cation of the reconstruction method of Kong et al. (1985) using
semblance-weighted slant stacks after recognition, and (2) di-
rect application of the recognition technique in the ¿ -p domain.
Unfortunately, these methods again require the assumption of
locally linear events.
First, we describe the recognition method and show how it
can be used to extract the “coherent” features in a seismic
section. Then, the topic of reconstruction is addressed. The
effectiveness of the recognition technique and some of the
possibilities of reconstruction are both shown using data from
the Ecors 2.5-D deep seismic reflection experiment (Marthelot
et al., 1994). Finally, we discuss the combined recognition and
reconstruction techniques in more detail, some possible modifi-
cations are given of the recognition method, and several further
applications are indicated.
RECOGNITION METHOD
Unconditional maximum likelihood classification
The most common supervised classification method used for
remote-sensing image data is maximum likelihood classifica-
tion (Richards, 1993). Assuming that we have a vector x con-
taining the attributes describing a local part of the data, classifi-
cation only requires knowledge of the conditional probability
density functions (pdf) p(!i j x), where !i are the I (prede-
fined) spectral classes. Namely,
x 2 !i if p(!i j x) > p(!k j x) 8k 6D i; (1)
since the conditional pdf p(!i j x) represents the likelihood that
!i is the correct class given the attribute vector x. The spectral
classes!i are mutually exclusive and span the spectrum˜, such
that always one and only one class must occur. Thus, mathemat-
ically, !1 [!2 [ ¢ ¢ ¢[!I D˜ and !i \!k D;8 i 6D k. These con-
ditions are necessary to justify the use of Bayes’ rule hereafter.
To be more specific, the spectral classes !i can be seen as the
different types of anticipated signals and the attribute vector
x as representing the local amplitude spectrum for a specific
time and offset. In that case, the conditional pdf p(!i j x) will
represent the probability that a particular signal type is present
at a specific time and offset given the local amplitude spectrum.
The (yet) unknown conditional pdf p(!i j x) can be estimated
using Bayes’ rule, which states that
p(!i j x) D p(x j!i )p(!i )=p(x); (2)
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thus relating the conditional pdf p(!i j x) to the a priori pdf
p(!i ), to p(x), and to the other conditional pdf p(x j!i ). The
denominator p(x) represents the probability distribution that
any class is present for the attribute vector x. Since it is inde-
pendent of the classes !i , it is either neglected or treated as a
normalization constant. The pdf p(!i ) reflects our a priori esti-
mation of the occurrence of class !i and is independent of the
data. Finally, the conditional pdf p(x j!i ) describes the likeli-
hood that class!i will be present at the data point with attribute
vector x given the characteristics of class!i . The learning phase
of the supervised classification method mainly consists of esti-
mating this distribution function.
If we assume that the conditional pdf p(x j!i ) has a normal
or Gaussian distribution, then equation (2) can be written as
p(!i j x) D cp(!i )(2…)¡J=2
flflC(i)flfl¡1=2
£ exp'¡ 12¡x¡m(i)¢t C(i)¡1¡x¡m(i)¢“; (3)
with c the normalization constant, jC(i)j the determinant of
the covariance matrix C(i) for class !i , m(i) the mean of the
attributes for class !i , t the vector transpose, and J the size of
vector x.
If either the covariances are assumed to be negligible or
not enough samples can be selected for each spectral class
to justify their estimation, then equation (3) can be approxi-
mated by using only the variances ¾ (i)
2
j for each attribute j of
class !i , i.e.,
p(!i j x) D cp(!i )(2…)¡J=2
JY
jD1
¾
(i)¡1
j
£ exp
n
¡¡x j ¡ m(i)j ¢2.2¾ (i)j 2o: (4)
Equation (4) constitutes a close approximation to the exact
equation (3) if covariances are negligible. However, if no accu-
rate estimation of the covariance matrix can be obtained, then
equation (4) may be a bad substitution for equation (3), since
no guarantee exists that attributes are not highly correlated.
In the next subsection, a standard technique to reduce existing
correlations between attributes will be described.
Therefore, to perform supervised classification of the data,
in the first stage a representative set of K (i) samples is selected,
and their attribute vectors x(i;k) (k D 1; K (i)) are calculated
for each class !i . Then in the learning stage, the means and
covariance matrices or variances are calculated using
m(i) D 1
K (i)
K (i)X
kD1
x(i;k) (5)
and
C(i) D 1
K (i) ¡ 1
K (i)X
kD1
'¡
x(i;k) ¡m(i)¢¡x(i;k) ¡m(i)¢t“ (6)
or
¾
(i)
j
2 D 1
K (i) ¡ 1
K (i)X
kD1
¡
x
(i;k)
j ¡ m(i)j
¢2
; (7)
where j ranges over the elements of the attribute vector x (i.e.,
from 1 to J (i), the number of attributes selected for the ith
class).
Finally, all conditional pdfs are calculated with either equa-
tion (3) or (4) and classified using equation (1).
As was mentioned above, in our case the attribute vector
contains the amplitude spectrum of a local part of the data,
and the characteristics are then calculated from representative
picks of each spectral class (i.e., each signal type). To prevent
detection problems due to amplitude fluctuations of reflection,
energy contained in all amplitude spectra is normalized. Since
classification occurs using a local f -t analysis, basically a
flexible frequency analysis is used to detect coherent energy.
With the amplitude spectra as attributes, equation (5) and (7)
therefore represent the mean spectral amplitude and variance,
respectively.
Correcting for correlations between attributes
A fundamental problem arises if equation (3) has to be ap-
proximated by equation (4) due to an insufficient number of
picks to guarantee a close estimation of the covariance ma-
trix C. Namely, nonanticipated correlations between attributes
may reduce the detection ability of the recognition technique.
To give an idea of the number of picks required, it is often as-
sumed that at least ten times more training samples are needed
than the number of used attributes (Richards, 1993).
A principal component analysis is a standard technique in
clustering or classification problems used to decrease existing
dependencies between attributes and thereby reduce the num-
ber of required attributes for an accurate performance. This
analysis is also known as the Karhunen-Loe`ve transform and is
most often used for image reconstructions and statistical anal-
yses (Richards, 1993). It is closely related to the singular value
decomposition (SVD), as shown by Freire and Ulrych (1988).
In geophysics, it is most often used for wave-noise separation
and wave-wave separation (Hemon and Mace, 1978; Freire and
Ulrych, 1988; Glangeaud and Mari, 1994) or (multivariate) sta-
tistical analyses in reservoir characterization studies (Dumay
and Fournier, 1988).
It is well known that a nonsquare matrix X can by rewritten in
a semidiagonal form by means of an SVD (Lanczos, 1961), i.e.,
X D U⁄Vt : (8)
The columns of both matrices U and V contain orthogonal
eigenvectors, and the matrix ⁄ is a diagonal matrix of which the
elements ‚ j are the singular values of X. These singular values
are the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of both XXt
and Xt X. The Karhunen-Loe`ve transform or principal compo-
nent analysis consists of projecting data upon the eigenvectors
contained in U. Thus, for example, the principal component
matrix Y is defined as (Freire and Ulrych, 1988; Richards, 1993)
Y D Ut X D ⁄Vt : (9)
Redundancy in data can now be decreased by using only a
limited number of eigenvectors u j , where u j is defined as the
jth column of U, and singular values are sorted in decreasing
order. Therefore, a vector x can be transformed to a vector x0
of reduced length using only the first p eigenvectors u j :
x 0j D u j ¢ x; j D 1; p: (10)
Hence, a vector is projected upon a new set of axes, display-
ing a decreasing order of correlations between the training
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attributes. Furthermore, a variable is needed to measure the
perfectness of the projection (i.e., the information still con-
tained in the new vectors). This can be done using the energy
E p contained in the first p eigenvectors, i.e.,
E p D
pX
jD1
‚2j
,
JX
jD1
‚2j : (11)
Thus, to decrease redundancy in the training samples and
existing correlations between attributes, the columns of matrix
X should contain the amplitude spectra of the training samples.
The eigenvectors u j are then used as a new set of axes upon
which the attributes x can be projected using equation (10).
Finally, note that the computation of the SVD is not strictly
required, since ⁄ and U can be directly computed from XXt .
In our application, normally one or, in some rare cases, two
eigenvectors will represent virtually 100% of the total energy,
since the amplitude spectra of the picks are highly similar.
Classification then proceeds in the following way. First, ex-
amples for each single class are picked, and the needed eigen-
vectors u j are calculated. Then, the samples are projected upon
the eigenvectors with equation (10), and the averages and vari-
ances of the transformed attributes are calculated using equa-
tions (5) and (7). The number of required eigenvectors can be
estimated using their energy distribution [equation (11)]. Fi-
nally, all samples to be classified are projected upon the same
set of eigenvectors, and all conditional pdfs are calculated using
equation (4) and classified using equation (1).
Unfortunately, this method requires the construction of a
matrix X(i) for each class !i , and projection has to be done
upon the different sets of eigenvectors u(i)j . If this is unwanted,
then a different approach can be used, namely by means of a
canonical or factor analysis. This method calculates the covari-
ance matrices of training samples within an identical class and
between different classes. It then tries to find a projection which
minimizes distances within classes, while at the same time max-
imizing distances between classes, thus requiring only a single
projection. For more details, we refer to Richards (1993) and
for an application to Dumay and Fournier (1988).
Conditional maximum likelihood classification:
Bayes’ optimum rule
The classifier equation (1) labels each data part based on
its spectral components only, without any consideration for
the classification of the elements in its neighborhood. In gen-
eral, however, it can be assumed that some correlation exists
between neighboring points. That is, there will be some homo-
geneity in the spatial distribution of the different signal types.
In a second iteration, this correlation can be incorporated into
the classification algorithm.
The simplest method is to use some spatial averaging fil-
ter on all conditional pdf p(!i j x) and to reapply equation (1)
on the new distributions. However, we choose a different,
though related, approach using Bayes’ optimum rule. Contrary
to Richards (1993), we propose a method which allows only for
spatial correlations between identical phases, thus neglecting
the fact that some relationship may exist between the different
spectral classes (e.g., a reflection is more easily misclassified as
a refraction than as ground roll). By quantifying these correla-
tions, this effect can be corrected for.
Thus, after the conditional pdf p(!i j x) have been calculated,
they are multiplied with a weighting function incorporating the
relations between different classes, p(!k j!i ), or the influence
of a (predefined) neighborhood Ax surrounding the data point,
p(!i j Ax). Since we neglect any relation between the different
spectral classes, the optimum conditional pdf Lx(!i ) are ob-
tained from Bayes’ rule [equation (2)] using
Lx(!i ) D p(!i j Ax)p(!i j x)
D p(!i j Ax)p(x j!i )p(!i )=p(x); (12)
where we define
p(!i j Ax) D Efp(!i j y); y 2 Axg; (13)
yielding that the conditional pdf p(!i j Ax) is the expectancy or
mean of the likelihoods of class !i for all data points y in the
neighborhood Ax. If necessary, some weighting can be incorpo-
rated or several iterations can be used to update the likelihood
distributions, since after each iteration the neighboring likeli-
hood distributions have changed.
To reclassify each data point, equation (1) changes to
x 2 !i if Lx(!i ) > Lx(!k) 8k 6D i: (14)
Extraction
After classification has taken place, “cleaned-up” versions
of the seismic section `(x; t) can be obtained by extracting the
different classes. To extract these features, a representation
R(x; t) of their likelihoods for each data point (i.e., for each
offset x and time t) has to be obtained, which is then multiplied
with the original section, yielding
`0(x; t) D `(x; t)R(x; t): (15)
Depending on the desired result, this representation may
yield the conditional pdf of either equation (2) or (12) for a
particular class only. That is, for class !i ,
Ri (x; t) D p(!i j x(x; t)) or Lx(x;t)(!i ): (16)
In addition, the classifier conditions (1) or (14) can be used as
thresholds. In this case, the likelihood of a specific class remains
unchanged if the condition is satisfied, but is set to zero if not,
that is, for class !i ,
Ri (x; t) D(
p(!i j x(x; t)) or Lx(x;t)(!i ) if !i is selected class
0 otherwise,
(17)
where x(x; t) is the attribute vector obtained at a specific time
and offset.
RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
Although many reconstruction techniques exist in remote
sensing or more accurately in image processing (see, e.g., Stark,
1987), we resorted to a technique which has already been used
for a long time in geophysics and is both easy to implement
and relatively fast. The local ¿ -p (intercept time–apparent dip
or slowness) transform has already been used several times to
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extract laterally coherent signals (see, e.g., Harlan et al., 1984,
and Kong et al., 1985).
The ¿ -p transform or slant stack is known in mathematics as
the Radon transform and consists of a summation along “slant
lines” described by a specific slowness and intercept time. Thus,
adjacent traces are incorporated in the extraction process to
increase and facilitate detectability. This is in contrast to the
recognition method which does not make use of the informa-
tion contained in the adjacent traces, but treats each trace sep-
arately. The drawback of the use of the ¿ -p transform for re-
construction, however, is that no phase changes are allowed
for. That is, it is assumed that a signal has constant amplitude
and phase along the slant lines.
To extract and reconstruct the coherent signals, the locally
¿ -p transformed section is multiplied with a coherency measure
along the same slant lines before being inverted back to the
offset-time domain. This method allows for the interpolation
and extrapolation of the coherent signals.
Following Kong et al. (1985), the seismic section `(x; t) is
divided into N partly overlapping subsections `n(x; t) of K
traces each, which are transformed to the ¿ -p domain:
ˆn(pi ; ¿ j ) D
KX
kD1
`n(xk; ¿ j C pi xk): (18)
Since the value ¿ jC pi xk will not necessarily be represented by a
discrete time point, a two-point linear interpolator in time will
be used for its approximation. Moreover, edges may introduce
artifacts in the transformed section (Yilmaz, 1987). Therefore,
all edges are progressively weighted down. The exact weighting
is of minor importance for the performance of the recognition
and reconstruction algorithms.
Similar to equation (15), extraction of the desired fea-
tures consists of the multiplication with some representation
R(pi ; ¿ j ) of coherency:
ˆ 0n(pi ; ¿ j ) D ˆn(pi ; ¿ j )Rn(pi ; ¿ j ): (19)
Applying the inverse ¿ -p transform on the summation of all
subsectionsˆ 0n(pi ; ¿ j ) then yields the “cleaned-up” seismic sec-
tion `0(xk; t j ):
`0(xk; t j ) D
d
dt
H
"
NPX
iD1
NX
nD1
Fw(pi ; t j ¡ pi xk)ˆ 0n(pi ; t j ¡ pi xk)
#
:
(20)
The time derivative and the Hilbert transform H are required
to prevent spectral distortion of the signal. NP represents the
total number of slowness traces in the ¿ -p domain. The weight-
ing function Fw(pi ; ¿ j ) equals the reciprocal of the number of
times a specific (pi ; ¿ j ) has been calculated. It is used to cal-
ibrate the different subsections ˆ 0n(pi ; ¿ j ) and to correct for
artifacts due to partial overlap. However, it is only of impor-
tance at the edges, since it is otherwise uniform. Moreover, to
prevent the loss of important information at the edges, very
often nonrelevant traces and time samples are added at the
edges.
What measure can now be best used to represent or quan-
tify coherency? Kong et al. (1985) used smoothed semblance.
Semblance is equivalent to the ratio of the coherent over the
total energy:
Sn(pi ; ¿ j ) D
"
KX
kD1
`n(xk; ¿ j C pi xk)
#2
K
KX
kD1
`2n(xk; ¿ j C pi xk)
: (21)
Smoothing is necessary to stabilize the semblance map and can
be achieved by a rolling average along the ¿ -axis of length W ,
representing the longest principal period present in the data.
The smoothed semblance is then used as the representation
of coherency in equation (19). Kong et al.’s method therefore
uses semblance-weighted slant stacks for the reconstruction of
laterally coherent signals. For more details, examples, and op-
timization of parameter settings, see Kong et al. (1985). Yilmaz
(1987) provides background on the ¿ -p transform.
It is, however, also possible to use different measures of co-
herency. In fact, it is possible to perform recognition directly
in the ¿ -p domain. In that case, the attribute vector in the
conditional pdf p(!i j x(¿; p)) or Lx(¿; p)(!i ) will represent
the attributes (i.e., the local amplitude spectrum) of a data
point in the ¿ -p domain. The representation Rn(pi ; ¿ j ) will
then be equal to the conditional pdfs for a specific spectral
class for all intercept times and slownesses with possibly a con-
ditional threshold, analogous to the extraction method in the
x-t domain discussed above [equations (16) and (17), respec-
tively, where x now equals x(¿; p)]. In this case, the recognition
method can be seen as a flexible frequency analysis performed
in the ¿ -p domain instead of in the x-t domain.
DATA
The data used to show the effectiveness of the new method
comes from the Ecors 2.5-D deep seismic reflection experi-
ment (Marthelot et al., 1994) conducted within the western
North Pyrenean thrust zone, an area of complex surface tec-
tonics. The experiment was performed to test the feasibility
of determining the 3-D geometry of deep structures within a
crustal volume using current acquisition techniques from ex-
ploration geophysics. It is called 2.5-D because it consists only
of a single swath of a true 3-D exploration configuration.
The experiment included six parallel receiver lines of 120
receiver groups each with 14 shot lines perpendicular to the re-
ceiver lines using a symmetrical split-spread configuration. The
distances between lines, receivers, and shots in a column were,
respectively, 1600, 100, and 400 m. The lines and columns were
moved by steps of 2 km in the direction of the lines. In total,
292 shots were recorded (Marthelot et al., 1994; Siliqi, 1994).
The North Pyrenean Zone (NPZ) is limited on the north
by the North Pyrenean Frontal Thrust and on the south by
the steep North Pyrenean Fault. This zone extends along the
whole length of the Pyrenean Range with widths from less
than 20 km (central and eastern part) to 60 km (western Pyre-
nees). During the Early Cretaceous, the NPZ was thinned and
affected by significant subsidence, whereas in the Late Creta-
ceous and Tertiary, it was compressed in response to the open-
ing of the Bay of Biscay, the relative motion between Iberia and
Europe, and the formation of the Pyrenees. More geological
background and maps are provided in Marthelot et al. (1994),
Siliqi (1994), and Lecerf (1996).
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The experiment resulted therefore in a large dataset
recorded in a region of complex tectonics. The size of the
dataset made manual processing techniques nearly impossible
or at least very expensive. As a consequence, any technique
to increase the S/N ratio should be automatic or at least
semiautomatic.
DATA APPLICATION: RECOGNITION
Strategy
To detect and extract the coherent energy present in the
seismic sections, the following strategy was employed. Since
we were mostly interested in reflections from the deeper parts
of the crust, just a single spectral class was used, namely a
picked reflection from the Moho.
Thus, in the first stage, the Moho reflection is selected on
several adjoining traces of a high-quality common shot gather.
Then, in the second (learning) stage, the characteristics (i.e., the
means and variances of the attributes) of this specific phase are
calculated using equations (5) and (7). We do not use the covari-
ance matrix, since it will rarely happen that sufficient picks can
be done to justify its estimation and thus its use. The attribute
vectors contained the amplitude spectra of a 25% cosine-
tapered window centered around the picks (i.e., 25% of the
total window length is tapered). Energy contained in the am-
plitude spectra was normalized to correct for possible different
amplitudes of signals. To prevent a degradation of detection re-
sults due to unaccounted for correlations between attributes, a
principal component analysis was used following equation (10).
Since the amplitude spectra of the picked reflection displayed
a very high similarity, only a single eigenvector was needed.
Next, likelihood estimation or “classification” takes place.
That is, the likelihood of the presence of the picked phase is
calculated with equation (4) for all times and offsets using a
sliding window to obtain the local amplitude spectra. In a sec-
ond iteration, the contributions of a predefined neighborhood
FIG. 1. CSG 8184. (a) Raw data. (b) Zoom-in showing the positions of the used picks (drawn line).
is incorporated using equation (12) to readapt the likelihoods.
This neighborhood has the shape of the wings of a butterfly
centered around the considered sample to allow for static shifts
and time dips.
Finally, the obtained likelihoods are used as a representation
of coherency in equation (15) to “clean up” the seismic section
and thus to extract the coherent energy. Before extraction, the
likelihood distributions are corrected for the employed win-
dowing taper by means of a convolution of this taper with the
likelihood distributions. Since only a single spectral class was
used, all amplitude factors in equation (4) were neglected [in-
cluding the a priori distribution p(!refl) D 1]; only the product
of exponentials was retained.
Results
Figure 1a shows common shot gather (CSG) 8184 after fre-
quency filtering and application of automatic gain control to
increase visibility. Clearly visible are the top of the basement
at 4 s and the Moho just below 9 s. Figure 1b shows a zoom-in
on the same CSG from 8.5 to 10 s and offsets 40.0 to 45.0 km.
It displays the positions of the 14 picks used to describe the
Moho. A 128-ms (16-points) window is used for the calcula-
tion of the means and variances of the frequencies contained
in the amplitude spectrum.
Picks were done on the Moho reflection because our ini-
tial aim was to extract it automatically in the whole dataset.
However, the computation of the unconditional likelihood dis-
tributions of equation (4) without a principal component anal-
ysis had two unexpected results. Firstly, the method seemed to
work too rigorously, since only the picked parts of the Moho
reflection were detected. Secondly, small parts of overlying re-
flections showed up in addition to large parts of the refraction
branches. Seemingly, the spectral signature of deep reflections
and refraction arrivals have a large similarity.
Adapting the parameters of window length and tapering did
not change the results significantly. To detect more energy,
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more, but questionable, picks of the Moho had to be included,
though this was not the way we wanted to proceed.
To relax the strictness of the method, we applied a principal
component analysis, thereby reducing the number of frequen-
cies in the amplitude spectra to a single attribute, since the first
eigenvector represented virtually 100% of the total energy. Af-
ter projection of the local amplitude spectra of the Moho picks
upon the first eigenvector and recalculating the mean and vari-
ance, this single attribute was used for likelihood estimation
or “classification” and thereafter extraction. Figures 2a and 2b
show the results. Much more energy is now passed as being
FIG. 2. CSG 8184. (a) Likelihood distribution of the presence of reflection energy using a principal component
analysis to reduce the number of attributes. (b) Extracted data.
FIG. 3. CSG 8184. (a) Likelihood distribution of reflection energy after incorporation of surrounding probabilities.
(b) Extracted data.
“coherent.” In the extracted section, nearly all reflections are
visible.
In Figures 3a and 3b the results are displayed after incorpo-
ration of the surrounding likelihoods. A neighborhood of twice
two adjacent traces was used. Static shifts of§40 ms and linear
move outs up to §0.25 s/km were allowed for, resulting in a
neighborhood with the shape of the wings of a butterfly. Any
lateral coherency is now more evident in both the likelihood
distribution and the extracted section.
If the method has to be semiautomatic, then the selected
training set has to be representative not only for a single CSG,
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but also for a smaller or larger part of the stack profile. From
extensive testing using CSGs up to several kilometers apart,
several conclusions could be drawn.
First, the calculated characteristics proved to be very robust.
That is, there is not much need to repick a phase to extract
the coherent energy of other CSGs. However, if the coherent
signals are already hard to detect with the eye, the algorithm
will not detect them either, due to the fact that the trained eye
of an interpreter will always be better able to detect coherent
signals.
Nevertheless, trial and error tests have to be performed to
check whether another set of picks can be obtained which re-
sults in better signal extractions and to verify to what extent
the training set can extract signals from neighboring common
midpoints (CMPs) or CSGs.
Finally, extracted reflectors may exhibit a more or less frag-
mentary character, since no reconstruction of “missing” energy
can be done by the recognition technique. This topic will be ad-
dressed in the next section.
DATA APPLICATION: RECONSTRUCTION
After having detected and extracted coherent energy, we
want to explore some of the possibilities of reconstruction. As
a strategy, we adopt the philosophy that it is not correct to re-
construct energy directly over long offsets (i.e., many traces),
but that an iterative approach is recommended. Thus, the num-
ber of traces will be gradually increased with iteration to in-
terpolate small gaps first. Because of the enormous number
of possible combinations only a few selected examples will be
shown. However, which combination or strategy works best for
a specific data set can only be found out by trial and error.
To begin, we show the results of the algorithm of Kong et al.
(1985) using smoothed semblance as a representation of lateral
coherence. This technique emphasizes any energy which is spa-
FIG. 4. CSG 8184. Reconstructed data with semblance weighting after two consecutive passes (with, respectively,
5 and 10 traces) using (a) raw data (Figure 1a) and (b) extracted data (Figure 2b).
tially coherent. The only tunable parameters are the range of
slownesses, the number of traces used in the local ¿ -p analysis,
and the width W of the averaging filter. To prevent reconstruc-
tions of ground roll energy, slowness ranges of§0.2 s/km were
used and W was put to 64 ms, although W has only a minor in-
fluence. Two consecutive passes were performed using, respec-
tively, 5 and 10 traces in the ¿ -p transformation. Subsections
were taken with overlaps of 50%.
Figure 4a shows the result of the second pass. It is clearly
visible that any lateral coherency has been stressed. Unfor-
tunately, much undesired energy has remained or, worse, has
been created. For example, some low frequency ground roll has
remained. The worst examples of false reconstruction, how-
ever, can be found near the refraction branches in Figure 4a.
There, energy has been created before the actual first arrivals.
Nevertheless, many of the artifacts can be removed if re-
construction is done after recognition. Figure 4b contains the
reconstructed image of the extracted section displayed in Fig-
ure 2b using the same parameter settings as before. Clearly,
the occurrence of many artifacts has been prevented, though
some remain around the refraction branches. Applying the re-
construction technique on the extracted section of Figure 3b,
in which the influence of the surrounding likelihoods has been
accounted for, gave even better results, since even more back-
ground noise has been filtered out of the data (not shown).
However, changing the order and applying recognition after re-
construction resulted in considerably worse images. Although
it removed some of the artifacts, many remained.
As an alternative, recognition and reconstruction can be per-
formed in a single step by directly calculating the local ampli-
tude spectra and the likelihood distributions in the ¿ -p domain
and regarding these as the desired representation of coherency.
Multiplying the corrected likelihoods with the ¿ -p transformed
subsection and inverse transforming to the x-t domain resulted
in Figure 5, where subsections consisting of 5 traces were used.
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This method produces high-quality reconstructions which re-
main close to the original seismic section. Thus, nearly no arti-
facts have been introduced. A second pass using 10 instead of
5 traces per subsection did not produce significantly different
results. The image had become only slightly clearer. However,
further reconstructions can be done using again the semblance
technique of Kong et al. (1985).
A last conclusion which could be drawn from all reconstruc-
tions is the tendency of the repeated passes to emphasize more
FIG. 5. CSG 8184. Reconstructed data using selection in the
¿ -p domain. One pass: 5 traces.
FIG. 6. Stack. (a) Raw data. (b) Associated reconstruction using semblance weighting.
laterally coherent structures in the data than just a single pass
does. On the other hand, results from these consecutive passes
tend to exhibit more artifacts due to the exaggerated extrapo-
lations, such as those displayed around the refraction branches.
DATA APPLICATION: STACKED SECTIONS
As a second example, we will show how the combined meth-
ods significantly enhance the S/N ratio of a stacked section.
The stacked section is situated at exactly the same position as
the common midpoints of CSG 8184 (Figure 1a). In general,
stacked sections from deep seismic reflection data have a lower
quality than those frequently encountered in exploration seis-
mics. However, the Ecors 2.5-D case had an extraordinarily
low stack quality. This can be partly attributed to the particu-
lar acquisition configuration, which resulted in low fold stacks
over large offsets (in excess of 4 km). In addition, the complex-
ity of the surface tectonics has also contributed to the stack
degeneration (Lecerf, 1996). This led to fragmentary and non-
hyperbolic moveouts of the reflections.
To increase stacking quality, half-offsets were limited to
3000 m, and the bin size perpendicular to the receiver lines
was reduced (Siliqi, 1994). Nevertheless, reflections are barely
visible (Figure 6a). Though a semblance-weighted reconstruc-
tion did improve the stacked profile (Figure 6b), it did not result
in an easily interpretable section, since details remain unclear.
Only a very global idea of the existing geology can be obtained.
Slant stacks were done in a single pass on subsections consisting
of 20 traces with 50% overlap to emphasize the large structures
in the data.
To increase the quality of the stacked section, recognition
was applied before stack on all CMPs contributing to the
stacked profile. To characterize the desired reflections, the
same Moho picks (Figure 1b) were used throughout the whole
stacking analysis, showing again the stability of the recogni-
tion method. The resulting profile displayed, however, a very
fragmentary image of the reflector positions. This can easily
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be explained by the fact already discussed that the extracted
reflections in CSGs tend to have a more or less fragmentary
character (see, e.g., Figure 2b). Although already a clearer im-
age of the reflector positions was obtained by applying recon-
struction after stack on the stacked section, the clearest results
were obtained using both recognition and reconstruction be-
fore stack.
Thus, recognition and thereafter reconstruction were applied
on all CSGs contributing to the stacked profile. Prestack re-
constructions were done in a single pass using subsections con-
sisting of 10 traces with 50% overlap. Since the stack tended
to reintroduce noncoherent energy, the recognition technique
was reapplied after the stacked section had been obtained (see
Figure 7a for the resulting profile). If required, the reconstruc-
tion technique can also be reapplied on the obtained profile
with the same parameter settings as used for Figure 6b, which
resulted in Figure 7b.
Figures 7a and 7b give clear indications of the locations of
the reflectors, thereby rendering interpretation much easier
compared with the raw stacked sections (Figures 6a and 6b). It
leaves no doubt that the S/N ratio has been increased signifi-
cantly.
It should be noted that applying reconstruction both before
and after stacking without the application of any recognition
also improved results, but to a much lesser extent because a
large amount of background noise was left in the data. This
conclusion could already be expected from a comparison of
Figures 4a and 4b.
Finally, as a last test, reconstructions were done prestack
on the CSGs using recognition in the ¿ -p domain (analogous
to Figure 5). Although final reconstruction results were better
than Figure 6b, more background noise remained than in Fig-
ure 7b, and some unexplained strongly dipping features could
be seen interfering with the Moho reflection (just below 9 s). It
remained unclear if these strongly dipping features were actu-
FIG. 7. Stack. (a) Prestack recognition and reconstruction on CSGs and a second application of recognition after
stack. (b) Associated reconstruction using semblance weighting.
ally present in the data and caused by geology or were caused
by nonremoved noise interference.
As a final remark, the strong resemblance between Fig-
ures 7b and Figure 4b should be noted, indicating the excellent
reconstruction of CSG 8184.
DISCUSSION
The combined recognition and reconstruction methods re-
sult in a very powerful technique, since it combines the power
of the stacking process to increase the S/N ratio with the pos-
sibility to directly select a specific seismic phase.
It is this selection possibility that sets the method apart
from nearly all other techniques to increase the S/N ratio.
The skeletonization technique (Le and Nyland, 1990; Lu and
Cheng, 1990) has nearly no selection possibilities at all. It will
simply try to correlate waveforms laterally. Both the statistical
method of Hansen et al. (1988) and the methods using the local
¿ -p transform (Harlan et al., 1984; Kong et al., 1985) can only
select by changing the range and length of the slant lines. How-
ever, this will not always be adequate as shown in Figure 4a,
where, for example, some surface wave energy remains. On the
other hand, the performance of all techniques can be enhanced
by means of accurate data processing.
At a first glance, it may seem remarkable that amplitude
spectra of reflections picked at 9 s display a large similarity with
those of reflections at 3 or 4 s. However, existing estimates of
Q values in the region suggest that attenuation is mainly due
to the upper sedimentary cover with values of Q of 300 and
less in the subsurface and 700 and higher in the underlying
crust (Rappin et al., 1991; Rappin, 1992). Hence, spectra of
reflections from the lower part of the sedimentary cover and
below it do not evolve much with depth. Moreover, it explains
why the refraction branches are better detected than the direct
arrivals close to the source (e.g., Figure 2b).
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An interesting side effect is that in regions with strongly vary-
ing attenuation values, the recognition method is able to detect
and extract a specific reflection only, thus enabling the extract-
ing of specific reflection horizons only. Otherwise, to extract
reflections at all depths and offsets, several different reflections
have to be picked to correct for changes in the characteristics.
The influence of some parameters has not yet been ac-
counted for. The most important step in any supervised clas-
sification method is the selection phase and only to a lesser
extent the learning phase. The selection of a representative
set of picks is of vital importance, especially if it also has to
represent the coherent energy of other CSG or CMP gathers.
Clearly, there will be a trade-off between the internal consis-
tency of the picked set and the amount of extracted energy.
Or to speak in the terms of the statistical method of Hansen
et al. (1988), there will be a trade-off between the “false alarm
rate” and the probability of a “miss.” The best way to obtain a
representative set is simply by trial and error.
The length of the sliding window in the local f -t analysis for
calculation of the attributes has to represent the characteristic
scale length of the selected seismic phase, which is at least equal
to its largest principal period. We found, however, that the re-
sults remained quite stable for larger windows. As an alterna-
tive, a change of attributes can be considered; namely, a wavelet
transform may provide the desired characteristic scale-lengths.
The application of a principal component analysis greatly
improved the detection results. It reduced the number of at-
tributes to a single one, thereby correcting for possibly existing
correlations between the attributes. Moreover, it produced su-
perior detection results over other than Gaussian probability
distributions which we tested. The simplest of these consisted
of dividing each term within the exponentials of equation (4)
with the number of used attributes J to correct for the influence
of different window lengths and thus the number of attributes.
This method may be applicable if more than a single eigenvec-
tor is used in the principal component analysis.
Combined recognition and reconstruction in the x-t domain
gives the best results. However, the reconstruction technique
explicitly demands phase consistency along the stacking tra-
jectory, whereas the recognition technique allows for random
perturbations of the phase. Thus, the reconstruction technique
seems to limit the possibilities of the more general recognition
technique to some extent.
If reflection energy is not distributed on a straight line (e.g.,
due to statics), then semblance weighting may not be the op-
timum method, since a large amount of energy will be sup-
pressed. In that case, the method of Harlan et al. (1984) as
implemented by Bano (1989) may be a better solution. This
method estimates the standard deviation of noise from his-
tograms of a ¿ -p transformed part of the data containing noise
only, and uses thereafter twice this standard deviation as a
threshold for all ¿ -p transformed data.
As an alternative to semblance-weighted slant stacks, spatial
prediction filtering (Hornbostel, 1991; Abma and Claerbout,
1995) in either t-x or f -x domain can be considered for signal
reconstruction, since these techniques are also able to give an
estimate for “missing” energy. However, it remains explicitly
assumed that events are at least locally linear; furthermore,
it is unclear if these techniques are able to deal with signals
displaying phase perturbations. Thus, final results will probably
display large similarities.
Some of the limitations implicit to the recognition method
have to be thoroughly realized. First of all, the recognition algo-
rithm is basically a classification technique. This implies that,
in the case of superposed signals, the algorithm will only be
able to recognize the strongest signal or none at all and, thus,
no reflections hidden by ground roll or excessive noise. Also
very close to overlapping superpositions of two reflections may
pose problems (e.g., in pinch outs). On the other hand, recon-
struction methods will probably solve some of these problems.
In addition, amplitudes are both adjusted by the recogni-
tion and reconstruction techniques, which may pose a problem
if amplitude information becomes of fundamental importance
for interpretation (e.g., amplitude variation with offset). More-
over, reconstructions may remove some of the existing small-
scale features of reflections. On the other hand, the original
sections always remain available for a joint interpretation.
Finally, we want to state that many of the artifacts visible
in the reconstructed seismic sections can be prevented if ad-
ditional processing is done (e.g., muting of traces and removal
of surface waves). The results, however, show that the recog-
nition technique is very stable even on raw data, because any
processing was only done to increase visibility. Nevertheless,
results will improve with some fine tuning.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method to enhance the S/N ratio
of a seismic section in a semiautomatic way using a supervised
classification technique from remote sensing. The employed
maximum likelihood technique allows for the detection and
extraction of any energy that has the same spectral attributes
as a selected seismic phase and should therefore be seen as a
recognition technique.
Because the method is insensitive to phase perturbations of a
signal, both diffractions and waves with polarity changes can be
detected by the technique. Moreover, the recognition method
can be applied both prestack and poststack.
A shortcoming of the recognition method is the fact that it
does not use the information contained in adjacent traces, but
treats each trace separately. Thus, it cannot estimate “missing”
energy. Therefore, the new method was combined with two re-
construction techniques using local ¿ -p transforms to combine
the S/N ratio enhancement of the stacking process with the
possibility to directly select only particular phases.
The first reconstruction method, using semblance-weighted
slant stacks, gave good results for both stack profiles and CSGs
after extraction had been done. The second method, applying
recognition directly in the ¿ -p domain, resulted in particular
good reconstructions for CSGs, but worked less well for stacks.
Both reconstruction techniques demand, however, phase con-
sistency of the signal energy, thereby sacrificing some of the
possibilities of the recognition technique.
To test the method, we applied it to the Ecors 2.5-D dataset,
which has a very low data quality as far as the lateral coherency
of reflections and their ability to be stacked correctly are con-
cerned. Our method succeeded in enhancing the S/N ratio in
both individual shot gathers and in the stacked section. Fig-
ure 7b shows much more clearly than the brute stack of Fig-
ure 6a that the only laterally coherent reflections correspond
to the fold and thrust system of the sedimentary cover (3–5 s)
and the base of the crust at 9 s. In between, the whole crust
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(sedimentary cover excepted) is characterized by a large num-
ber of short reflection segments indicative of a strong hetero-
geneity at small scale.
The potential applications of the described method are man-
ifold.
The recognition technique can be used as an interactive pick-
ing tool. That is, after picking only a part of a reflection, the
interpreter can pick more easily the remaining part and other
reflections in both common shot gathers and final stacks with
the aid of the extracted sections.
Interpretation of stacked seismic sections can be facilitated,
since the coherent energy (i.e., the reflectors) can be iden-
tified more easily in noisy data. In addition, it can be used
for data segmentation (i.e., reduction of the data volume for
storage).
Finally, the removal of noncoherent energy in common mid-
point gathers prevents stack degeneration due to noise inter-
ference, and in stacked sections it will prevent the occurrence
of migration artifacts such as, for example, smiles (Kong et al.,
1985; Yilmaz, 1987). A limitation of the method is its amplitude
fidelity. Care should be taken in using the method if the inter-
pretation of true amplitude data is needed because the recog-
nition technique adjusts the amplitudes; after reconstruction,
small-scale features of reflectors may have disappeared.
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